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LETTER FROM  
THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friends and Supporters,

For the past seventeen years, One Family has sought ways to address 
our Commonwealth’s family homelessness crisis. On the following 
pages I am proud to detail for you the remarkable results of  our work 
during the past year. Results that include 28 single parents earning 
college degrees and entering careers that can support their families 
and help them to achieve their dreams for the future. Progress in the 
launch of  a new program—Credential to Career Coaching—that will 
allow One Family to scale our work helping families find pathways to 
economic independence by earning needed credentials leading to well-
paying and in demand occupations. 

Yet, despite this work and our successes, family homelessness continues 
to be a very serious problem in Massachusetts. Today, over 3,000 
families are living in shelters, and many thousands more are living 
doubled up and overcrowded with relatives and friends. To find a 
true solution, it will take all of  us—non-profit organizations, elected 
officials, government agencies, employers and educators—joining 
forces to find ways that we can work together to provide homeless and 
at-risk parents and children the resources they need to succeed.

During the year ahead, this will continue to be One Family’s focus, 
to build those partnerships and collaborations that will truly create 
the conditions through which we can prevent families from becoming 
homeless. Your support in this work is critical and deeply appreciated 
by all of  us at One Family and by all of  the families we serve.

With deep gratitude,

Valerie Paric, Executive Director
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MISSION AND VISION
One Family aims to prevent homelessness and break the cycle of  family poverty in Massachusetts by 
promoting pathways to economic independence through advocacy, education and innovation. We envision a 
Commonwealth where all families have secure housing, access to education leading to employment, and the 
ability to build assets to create a brighter future. One Family believes that if  policies are focused on prevention 
and programs are designed to promote opportunities, then we can end family homelessness in Massachusetts.

WHAT WE DO: OUR PROGRAMS
Credential to Career Coaching | Providing Information and Resources to Increase Family Income
For homeless and low-income adults disconnected from school and the workforce, good and unbiased 
information about how to increase earnings can be very difficult to find. Credential to Career Coaching provides 
critical knowledge, resources and one-on-one coaching to help answer the questions these adults have of  what 
careers to pursue, where to obtain the necessary credentials, and how to finance their education or training. 

One Family Scholars | Helping Single Parents Succeed in College and Beyond
For adults who know the path they want to pursue out of  poverty is through earning a college degree, the One 
Family Scholars program provides comprehensive coaching and flexible financial aid to help them achieve 
their dreams. One Family partners with each Scholar from the time they enroll to ensure that they are on track 
to graduate and to enter a family-sustaining career in their chosen field. 

Systems Change | Focusing on Prevention
One Family believes that prevention is the best response to homelessness. We also believe that, through 
collaboration among agencies and organizations in a wide variety of  fields, we can create programs and 
policies leading families to economic security and housing they can afford.

ABOUT 
ONE FAMILY

 “When I started school, I was living in a shelter with my two children, I just had lost my sister to cancer, and I 
had every single reason to give up. Today, I’m one semester away from graduating with my Bachelor’s degree 

in Business Administration, I’m working in my field, and I’m planning on buying a house next year, right 
after graduation. One Family gave me more than just my tuition. One Family gave me hope, helped me 
believe in myself, and demonstrated to me that I wasn’t alone. Today, I’m a professional, I’m the happiest 
mom in the world, and I’m a whole different person than I was before I met the amazing people that are 

part of this incredible organization.”

Ariam, One Family Scholars Class of ’17
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OVERVIEW
Many low-income adults understand the link 
between education and employment opportunities 
but don’t know how or where to begin their 
journey. There is a lack of  reliable information 
and resources, especially for parents who are 
trying to enter a career that will support their 
family. Credential to Career Coaching (C2C) 
provides homeless and low-income parents with 
the resources and advising to help them determine 
what careers to pursue, where to obtain the 
necessary credentials, and how to finance their 
education or training. Together, we lower barriers 
to quality jobs, minimize debt, and map out a plan 
to long-term financial security.

HOW IT WORKS
Coaching is delivered in two distinct phases: 
exploration and planning. During the exploration 
phase, participants identify their skills and interests, 
and then align them with in-demand career fields that 
can support their family. From this, they determine 
what credential they need to enter their chosen 
field, and research and compare different training 
programs. In the planning phase, participants bring 
together what they have learned to create an action 
plan outlining exactly how to earn their credential, 
and enter and excel in their new career.

Coaching takes place over twelve weeks, and 
support continues for a year after participants 
complete the program. C2C helps those we serve 
find all the information they need to evaluate their 
options, empowers them to make the best decisions, 
and ensures that they have clear and detailed road 
maps to get them to their goals.
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OVERVIEW
The One Family Scholars (OFS) program achieves remarkable results in supporting homeless and at-
risk single parents as they seek to earn a college degree leading to a family-sustaining career. This is a 
population that faces tremendous obstacles on the road to college completion. However, One Family has 
shown that individualized coaching and support, when coupled with flexible financial aid, can level the 
playing field for these adults and propel them to success that often exceeds their more privileged peers.

PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
Graduates of  the OFS program are entering careers and earning wages that are truly changing the future for 
their families. Over 90% of  program alums are either employed or pursuing further education. Graduates who 
are working earn on average $55,731—enough to begin to build assets and, with them, a bright future!

During FY2017, One Family supported 93 Scholars attending 31 colleges across Massachusetts. These single 
parents were studying for degrees in some of  the most in-demand fields in today’s economy: healthcare, business, 
law, and biotechnology to name just a few.

ONE FAMILY 
SCHOLARS

 “Working with my coach has been like getting a call from your friend to catch up on your life. We talk about 
goals and troubles, strategies, and even light and fun conversations like my child or any other type of 

activities that I have been tackling. Our conversations are focused on education, my goals for my family’s 
future. My coach sees things in me that sometimes I don’t think are there… It’s as simple as “You can do it!”, 
or asking how I am feeling and how we can make a more positive change. This coaching is meaningful, filled 
with substance, and there is tons of pep!”

Aleta, One Family Scholars Class of ’18
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OPERATING 
REVENUE

Grants and 
Contributions 56%
Government 
Funding 31%
Special Events and  
Investment Income 13%

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITY
Summary of  Operations and Change in Net Assets for Year Ending June 30, 2017

OPERATING SUPPORT AND REVENUES

Grants and Contributions $779,214

Government Funding $428,229

Special Events $119,387

Investment Income $58,151

Total Operating Support and Revenues $1,384,981

Operating Expenses

Program Services $1,064,866

Fundraising $152,517

General and Administrative $119,746

Total Operating Expenses $1,337,129

Change in Net Assets $47,852

FINANCIAL
OVERVIEW



WE ARE GRATEFUL TO ALL OUR FY 2017 DONORS
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